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XDC
• The eXtreme DataCloud is a software development and integration project
• Develops scalable technologies for federating storage resources and managing data 
in highly distributed computing environments
• Focus efficient, policy driven and Quality of Service based DM
• The targeted platforms are the current and next generation e-Infrastructures 
deployed in Europe
• European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
• The e-infrastructures used by the represented communities
• Addresses the EINFRA-21-2017 (b)-2: “Computing e-infrastructure with extreme 
large datasets”
• Deal with heterogeneous datasets
• Bring to TRL8 and include in a unified service catalogue services and prototype at least at 
TRL6
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XDC Consortium
• 8 partners, 7 countries
• 6 research communities represented + EGI
• XDC Total Budget: 3.07Meuros
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ID Partner Country Represented Community Tools and system 
1 INFN 
(Lead)
IT HEP/WLCG INDIGO-Orchestrator
2 DESY DE Research with Photons
(XFEL)
dCache
3 CERN CH HEP/WLCG EOS, DYNAFED, FTS, RUCIO
4 AGH PL ONEDATA
5 ECRIN [ERIC] Medical data
6 UC ES Lifewatch
7 CNRS FR Astro [CTA and LSST]
8 EGI.eu NL EGI communities
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Jupyter Hub
● JupyterHub brings the power of notebooks to groups of users. 
● It gives users access to computational environments and resources without 
burdening the users with installation and maintenance tasks. 
● Users with their own workspace.
● Features:
○ Customizable - JupyterHub can be used to serve a variety of environments. It supports 
dozens of kernels with the Jupyter server.
○ Flexible - Authentication is pluggable, supporting a number of authentication protocols 
(such as OAuth and GitHub).
○ Scalable - JupyterHub is container-friendly.
○ Portable - JupyterHub is entirely open-source.
Docker + AAI
● JupyterHub adopts DockerSpawner to deploy the user workspace.
● A Docker image can be configured with any software/package required by the 
user.
● It can be configured to perform any kind of actions when the user logs in, logs 
out, etc.
● The Authentication and Authorization is compatible with multiple social IDs 
(Github, Google, etc.).
● It can also be configured with AAI standards, like OpenID Connect.
● Information about the user (username, tokens) can be sent to the docker 
container deployed as workspace for the user.
OpenID-Connect - INDIGO IAM (Identity and Access Management)
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Scientific Gateway
● Integrating different components using the same AAI, a new complete 
environment can be deployed, including all the required components for 
researchers.
● Data gathering, configuration, programming, visualization: JupyterHub
● Computing needs: PaaS Orchestrator (jobs submission)
● Storage needs: Onedata. Cloud storage.
● INDIGO IAM and OIDC standard are the “glue” to integrate the different 
elements.
INDIGO - PaaS Orchestrator
Kind of “batch system” to send “jobs” to Cloud Computing resources.
Collects high-level deployment requests and translate them into action to 
coordinate resources interacting with the underlying cloud infrastructures.
Allows to implement workflows with different steps (data ingestion, data 
processing, etc.).
New features are developed in XDC project.
Onedata
Distributed storage space to store not only data, but also customized metadata.
Organized in Spaces (user, can be shared), providers and zones.
One “OneZone” federates multiple providers, that can be geographically 
distributed.
Data can be access via web, but is POSIX-compliant (directly mounted).
New features are developed in XDC project.
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